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Abstract
An increasingly wide range of artificial intelligence applications rely on syntactic information to process and extract meaning from natural language text or speech, with
constituent trees being one of the most widely used syntactic formalisms. To produce
these phrase-structure representations from sentences in natural language, shift-reduce
constituent parsers have become one of the most efficient approaches. Increasing their
accuracy and speed is still one of the main objectives pursued by the research community so that artificial intelligence applications that make use of parsing outputs, such
as machine translation or voice assistant services, can improve their performance. With
this goal in mind, we propose in this article a novel non-binary shift-reduce algorithm
for constituent parsing. Our parser follows a classical bottom-up strategy but, unlike others, it straightforwardly creates non-binary branchings with just one Reduce
transition, instead of requiring prior binarization or a sequence of binary transitions,
allowing its direct application to any language without the need of further resources
such as percolation tables. As a result, it uses fewer transitions per sentence than
existing transition-based constituent parsers, becoming the fastest such system and,
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as a consequence, speeding up downstream applications. Using static oracle training
and greedy search, the accuracy of this novel approach is on par with state-of-theart transition-based constituent parsers and outperforms all top-down and bottom-up
greedy shift-reduce systems on the Wall Street Journal section from the English Penn
Treebank and the Penn Chinese Treebank. Additionally, we develop a dynamic oracle
for training the proposed transition-based algorithm, achieving further improvements
in both benchmarks and obtaining the best accuracy to date on the Penn Chinese Treebank among greedy shift-reduce parsers.
Keywords: Automata, natural language processing, computational linguistics,
parsing, constituent parsing
2010 MSC: 68T50

1. Introduction
Natural Language Processing (NLP) aims to transform unrestricted natural language text into a representation that machines can easily handle to provide applications
and services widely used nowadays by our society, such as information extraction, machine translation, sentiment analysis or question answering, among others.
Syntactic parsing is one of these NLP processes that has been in the focus of the
research community for the last three decades. This consists in mapping a sentence
in natural language into a representation that describes its grammatical structure according to a syntactic formalism. One of the most extended syntactic formalisms is a
constituent (or phrase-structure) representation [3, 8]. Basically, the sentence is decomposed into constituents or phrases and, by creating relationships between words
and constituents, a phrase-structure tree is built, like those in Figure 1. A simpler
alternative is to use dependency representations to describe the syntax of a given sentence. This formalism consists of pairs of words linked by binary and asymmetric
relations called dependencies, denoting which word is the head and which is the dependent. Figure 2 depicts an example.
Apart from improving accuracy and coverage, the NLP community is notably interested in increasing parsing speed. Syntactic analysis is a crucial task for numerous
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higher-level artificial intelligence applications, such as automatic textual knowledge
extraction [4], question answering [5], machine translation [43, 61, 60], automatic
summarization [1], relation extraction [64], sentiment analysis [52, 25], information
retrieval [27, 17], plagiarism detection [30], name entity recognition [29], among others; and their efficiency is penalized because of the bottleneck resulting from parsers’
performance. This is especially dramatic in constituent parsing, whose phrase-based
structures are strongly demanded by semantics tasks that involve labeling spans such
as semantic role labeling [21, 54], coreference resolution [45, 54], named entity recognition [19] and also some reading comprehension and question answering tasks [50].
Constituent parsing has also been widely used in recent works on syntax-based neural
network machine translation such as [16, 2, 36, 57], that demand an efficient syntactic
analysis to accomplish their task.
Initially, context-free grammar parsers with production rules derived from data
[10, 6, 34, 49] became popular for generating constituent representations. However,
while they provide a good accuracy, they require a significant amount of time to undertake the parsing process, becoming impractical for some downstream applications
where the execution time is critical. This led the NLP community to use dependency
parsers instead. Despite producing a simpler syntactic representation, their efficiency
and speed made them gain popularity, especially linear-time transition-based dependency parsers [46, 47, 65, 7, 32, 18] that became the fastest alternative to accurately
perform syntactic analysis.
In the past decade, one attempt to speed up constituent parsers was undertaken
by using these efficient shift-reduce algorithms to produce more complex structures.
Sagae and Lavie [51] adapted the shift-reduce transition-based framework, notably
successful in dependency parsing, to efficiently build constituent representations.
To achieve that, they transformed constituent trees making them closer to dependency representations. In particular, they converted the original trees into headed, binary
constituent trees. In these all branchings are at most binary, and nodes are annotated
with headedness information, characteristic of dependency syntax [31]. Figure 1 shows
a constituent tree and its binarized version that describes a syntactic structure similar
to that represented by the dependency formalism in Figure 2 for the same sentence.
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Figure 2: Dependency tree taken from English WSJ §22.

Under this scenario, a transition-based dependency parser such as the arc-standard
algorithm [63, 48] can be easily adapted to produce constituent structures. This lineartime shift-reduce algorithm applies a sequence of transitions that modify the content
of two main data structures (a buffer and a stack) and create an arc (in the dependency
framework) or connect two child nodes under a non-terminal node (in the constituency
framework), building an analysis of the input sentence in a bottom-up manner. Further
work on this approach [66, 67, 59, 42, 11, 9] achieved remarkable accuracy and speed,
extending its popularity for constituent parsing.
Recently, some researchers have s explored non-bottom-up strategies to build a
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constituent tree. [15, 35] proposed a top-down transition-based algorithm and, more
recently, Liu and Zhang [37] developed a parser that builds the tree in an in-order
traversal, seeking a compromise between the strengths of top-down and bottom-up
approaches, and achieving state-of-the-art accuracy.
Liu and Zhang [37] also report that a traditional bottom-up strategy slightly outperforms a top-down approach when implemented under the same framework. This might
be because, although a top-down approach adds a lookahead guidance to the process,
it loses access to the rich features from partial trees used in bottom-up parsers. Thus,
it seems that the traditional bottom-up approach is still adequate for phrase structure
parsing and we will show in the following sections how we can notably improve it,
increasing not only its accuracy, but also its speed, and make it more appealing for
higher-level natural language processing applications.2
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the main
weakness of traditional bottom-up parsers and how we successfully address it. In Section 3, we introduce some notation and concepts about shift-reduce parsers. Section 4
describes in detail a novel bottom-up algorithm. In Section 5, a new method for training
our approach is presented and studied. Section 6 presents the neural network architecture used to implement and test the proposed system. In Section 7, we evaluate in
accuracy and speed our approach and compare it against other state-of-the-art shiftreduce systems, and an analysis of the results is provided. Finally, Section 8 contains a
final discussion.

2. Motivation and Proposal
Despite being among the most widely-used and efficient constituent parsers, traditional bottom-up shift-reduce algorithms have a notable drawback compared to other
strategies: a binarization as preprocessing is mandatory so that the parser can be applied, and a de-transformation is also required to finally output well-formed phrase2 An

alternative to shift-reduce parsing, which also offers a simpler paradigm for constituent parsing with

respect to traditional context-free grammar parsers, is offered by sequence-to-sequence models [56, 40, 39].
However, at the moment these parsers still lag behind shift-reduce parsers in terms of accuracy.
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structure trees. Apart from the extra time spent, the binarization process needs a percolation table or a set of head rules of the language, which may not always be available.
This additional resource consists of a language-specific and handcrafted set of rules
that identify which one among the children in a subtree is the head-child (for instance,
the head-child of the subtree NP → The public, present in both trees of Figure 1,
is public) and, as a result, the application of these efficient and accurate systems is
restricted to only those languages with a greater amount of resources.
To overcome this, [12, 13] presented transition systems that do not require prior
binarization. However, their approach is not strictly non-binary, as transitions continue
affecting only one or two nodes of the tree at a time. For instance, in these parsers,
building the ternary branching VP → is ADVP ADJP in Figure 1 takes two reduce transitions: one to connect the two first children under the non-terminal VP , and
another to add the last child to the subtree. Thus, binarization is not needed as preprocessing, but it is applied implicitly during parsing. Most if not all bottom-up constituent parsing algorithms (not only shift-reduce systems) use binarization explicitly
or implicitly, as noted by Gómez-Rodrı́guez [24] for context-free grammar parsers.
We think that removing any kind of binarization can benefit bottom-up shift-reduce
systems’ performance; specially in terms of speed, where this kind of algorithms, despite being one of the fastest constituent alternatives, are notably behind dependency
parsers. In this article, we propose a novel, bottom-up transition-based parser that is
purely non-binary: for instance, it can create the previously mentioned ternary branching at once with a single reduce transition. This not only makes transition sequences
shorter, achieving faster parsing, but also improves accuracy over all existing single
bottom-up constituent parsers, explicitly binarized or not. The presented approach also
improves over top-down parsers and is on par with state-of-the-art shift-reduce systems on the Wall Street Journal section from the English Penn Treebank [41] and Penn
Chinese Treebank (CTB) benchmarks [62], being the fastest transition system ever created for constituent parsing.
To further improve the accuracy of our system without harming parsing speed,
we also develop a dynamic oracle for training it. [13, 9] have already successfully
applied this technique, originally designed for transition-based dependency parsing,
6

to bottom-up phrase-structure parsing. Traditionally, transition-based systems were
trained with static oracles that follow a gold sequence of transitions to create a model
capable of analyzing new sentences at test time. This approach tends to yield parsers
that are prone to suffer from error propagation (i.e. errors made in previous parser
configurations that are propagated to subsequent states, causing harmful modifications
in the transition sequence). To minimize the effect of error propagation, [22] introduced
the idea to train dependency parsers under closer conditions to those found at test time,
where mistakes are inevitably made. This can be achieved by training the model with
a dynamic oracle with exploration, which allows the parser to go through non-optimal
parser configurations during learning time, teaching it how to recover from them and
lose the minimum number of gold arcs.
Taking [9] as inspiration, we implement a dynamic oracle for our novel algorithm,
achieving notable improvements in accuracy. Unlike [9], our dynamic oracle is optimal due to the simplicity of our algorithm and the lack of temporary symbols from
binarization.
Experimental results with the dynamic oracle show further improvements in accuracy over the static oracle, and allow us to outperform the state of the art on the CTB
supervised setting by 0.7 points, while keeping the same parsing speed.

3. Preliminaries
The basic bottom-up transition system of Sagae and Lavie [51], used as a base
for many other efficient constituent parsers, analyses a sentence from left to right by
reading (moving) words from a buffer to a stack, where partial subtrees are built. This
is done by a sequence of Shift (for reading) and Reduce (for building) transitions that
will lead the parser through different states or parser configurations until a terminal one
is reached.
More in detail, these parser configurations have the form c = hΣ, i, f, γi, where
Σ is a stack of constituents, i is the index of the leftmost word in a list (called buffer)
of unprocessed words, f is a boolean value that marks if a configuration is terminal
or not, and γ is the set of constituents that have already been built. Each constituent
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Shift:

hΣ, i, f alse, γi ⇒ hΣ|(wi , i, i + 1), i + 1, f alse, γ ∪ {(wi , i, i + 1)}i

Reduce-Left/Right-X: hΣ|(Y, l, m)|(Z, m, r), i, f alse, γi ⇒ hΣ|(X, l, r), i, f alse, γ ∪ {(X, l, r)}i
Reduce-Unary-X:

hΣ|(Y, l, r), i, f alse, γi ⇒ hΣ|(X, l, r), i, f alse, γ ∪ {(X, l, r)}i

Finish:

hΣ, n, f alse, γi ⇒ hΣ, n, true, γi

Figure 3: Transitions of a binary bottom-up constituent parser.

is represented as a tuple (X, l, r), where X is a non-terminal and l and r are integers
defining its span (a word wi is represented as (wi , i, i + 1)). For instance, the nonbinary phrase-structure tree on top in Figure 1 can decomposed as the following set of
constituents: {(S, 0, 6), (NP, 0, 2), (VP, 2, 5), (ADVP, 3, 4), (ADJP, 4, 5)}.
Note that the information about the set of predicted constituents γ and the spans
of each constituent is not used by the parser. The transition system can be defined
and work without it, and the same applies to the novel non-binary parser that will
be introduced below. However, we include it explicitly in configurations because it
simplifies the description of our dynamic oracle.
Given an input string w0 · · · wn−1 , the parsing process starts at the initial configuration cs (w0 . . . wn−1 ) = h[ ], 0, false, {}i and, after applying a sequence of transitions,
it ends in a terminal configuration hΣ, n, true, γi ∈ C, where C is the set of possible
terminal configurations.
Figure 3 shows the available transitions. The Shift transition moves the first (leftmost) word in the buffer to the stack; Reduce-Left-X and Reduce-Right-X pop the two
topmost stack nodes and combine them into a new constituent with the non-terminal
X as their parent, pushing it onto the stack (the head information provided by the direction encoded in each Reduce transition is used as a feature); Reduce-Unary pops the
top node on the stack, uses it to create a unary subtree with label X, which is pushed
onto the stack; and, finally, the Finish transition ends the parsing process. Note that
every reduction action will add a new constituent to γ. Figure 4 shows the transition
sequence that produces the binary phrase-structure tree in Figure 1.
The described transition system is determinized by training a classifier to greedily
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Figure 4: Transition sequence for producing the binary constituent tree in Figure 1 using a traditional binary
bottom-up parser.

choose which transition should be applied next at each parser configuration. For this
purpose, we train the parser to approximate an oracle, which chooses optimal transitions with respect to gold parse trees. This oracle can be static or dynamic, depending
on the strategy used for training the parser. A static oracle trains the parser on only
gold parser configurations, while the dynamic one can train the parser in any possible
configuration, allowing the exploration of non-optimal parser states.
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4. Novel Bottom-up Transition System
We propose a novel transition system for bottom-up constituent parsing that builds
more-than-binary branchings at once by applying a single Reduce transition. We keep
the parser configuration form defined by Sagae and Lavie [51], but modify the transition set. In particular, we design a new non-binary Reduce transition that can create a
subtree rooted at a non-terminal X and with the k topmost stack nodes as its children,
with k ranging from 1 (to produce unary branchings) to the sentence length n. In that
way, the ternary branch VP → is ADVP ADJP , used previously as an example,
could be created by just applying a Reduce-VP#3 transition, which will build a new
constituent VP with three children at once.
The proposed transition set is formally described in Figure 5. Note that no specific
transition is required for producing unary branching, as the novel Reduce transition can
handle any kind of phrase-structure trees.
This approach does not need any kind of previous binarization (contrary to the one
described in Figure 3) and, therefore, it lacks headedness information provided by binarized trees. In addition, since constituents of any kind can be reduced with just one
transition, the parsing of a given sentence is done by consuming the shortest sequence
of transitions among known transition systems for constituent parsing. Figure 6 shows
the transition sequence necessary to produce the non-binary structure in Figure 1. In
that simple example, we use 12 transitions, while the binary bottom-up system consumes 14 to parse the same sentence. Apart from being slower, said binary bottom-up
parser needs to apply an unbinarization process to the parser output to produce a final
non-binary phrase structure tree. The top-down [15] and the in-order [37] algorithms
need even more transitions to produce the tree in Figure 1: 16 and 17, respectively.
Moreover, this novel non-binary Reduce transition naturally lends itself to handling
a non-terminal in a different way depending on its arity, enlarging the non-terminal
dictionary. For instance, our system can distinguish between a verbal phrase with two
children (VP#2) and one with three children (VP#3) and treat them differently. This
is a way of encoding some information about grammatical subcategorization frames in
the non-binary Reduce transition, which can be useful for the parser to learn in what
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Shift:

hΣ, i, f alse, γi ⇒ hΣ|(wi , i, i + 1), i + 1, f alse, γ ∪ {(wi , i, i + 1)}i

Reduce-X#k:

hΣ|(Y1 , m0 , m1 )|...|(Yk , mk−1 , mk ), i, f alse, γi ⇒
hΣ|(X, m0 , mk ), i, f alse, γ ∪ {(X, m0 , mk )}i

Finish:

hΣ, n, f alse, γi ⇒ hΣ, n, true, γi

Figure 5: Transitions of the novel non-binary bottom-up constituent parser.

circumstances it should create a VP#2 with only two elements (for instance, the verb
and its direct object) or three (for example, if that particular verb is ditransitive, and
subcategorizes for both direct and indirect objects). To achieve that, we use different
vector representations for non-terminals VP#2 and VP#3.
It is worth mentioning that this straightforward non-binary algorithm could not have
been successfully applied on pre-deep-learning techniques, mainly due to the considerable amount of labels that the model has to deal with.
4.1. Time Complexity
Existing shift-reduce transition systems, such as [51, 15, 37], tend to have a linear
running time complexity with respect to the length of the input sentence; however, the
non-binary algorithm presented here has a quadratic theoretical complexity in the worst
case.
To reach this result, we observe that the non-binary transition-based algorithm can
parse any sentence with length n by applying n Shift transitions to read every word
from the input, plus |N | Reduce transitions to build every subtree (with N being the
set of non-terminal nodes in the output tree), plus one Finish transition that ends the
process. Therefore, the number of transitions required for analyzing a sentence of
length n is exactly n + |N | + 1.
To write |N | as a function of n, we assume that the length of chains of unary nodes
in constituent trees are bounded by a constant k (without this assumption, constituent
trees can be of arbitrary size even if n is bounded, and thus complexity of this or any
other constituent parser cannot be bounded). Under this assumption, |N | is at most
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Figure 6: Transition sequence for producing the constituent tree in Figure 1 using the proposed non-binary
bottom-up parser.
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k(n − 1) (the worst case is a complete binary tree, with n − 1 nonterminal nodes,
which are then expanded with the maximum allowable unary chains) and thus the total
number of transitions in the worst case is n + k(n − 1) + 1, which is O(n).
In addition, let c be the maximum number of children that a non-terminal can have.
Then, up to c Reduce transitions with different arity might be evaluated at each step
in the worst case. Since c can never be larger than n, in the worst case we have O(n)
steps where O(n) transitions need to be evaluated, and thus the worst-case complexity
is O(n2 ).
In spite of that, in section 7.5, we show empirically that the non-binary algorithm
behaves as a linear parser in practice, since in practice c is much smaller than n and
behaves like a constant: the number of possible children of a given non-terminal (and,
therefore, the number of possible parametrized Reduce transitions that will be evaluated) tends to stay low throughout the training dataset.

5. Dynamic Oracle
Dynamic oracles have been thoroughly studied for a large range of existing transition systems in dependency parsing. However, only a few papers show some progress
in constituent parsing [13, 9].
Broadly, implementing a dynamic oracle [22] consists of defining a loss function
on configurations, measuring the distance from the best tree they can produce to the
gold parse. In that way, we can compute the cost of the new configurations resulting
from applying each permissible transition, thus obtaining which transitions will lead
the parser to configurations where the minimum number of errors are made.
More formally, given a parser configuration c and a gold tree tG , a loss function `(c)
is usually implemented as the minimum Hamming loss between t and tG , (L(t, tG )),
where t is the already-built tree of a configuration c0 reachable from c (written as c
t). The Hamming loss is computed in dependency parsing as the amount of nodes in t
with a different head in tG . Therefore, the loss function defined as:
`(c) = min L(t, tG )
t|c

t
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will compute the cost of a configuration as the Hamming loss of the reachable tree t
that differs the minimum from tG .
A correct dynamic oracle will return the set of transitions τ that do not increase the
overall loss (i.e., `(τ (c)) − `(c) = 0) and, thus, will lead the system through optimal
configurations, minimizing the Hamming loss with respect to tG .
This same idea can be applied in constituent parsing, as done by [9], if we redefine
the Hamming loss to work with constituents instead of arcs. In this case, L(t, tG ) is
defined as the size of the symmetric difference between the constituents in the trees t
and tG .
To build a correct oracle, we need to find an easily-computable expression for this
minimum Hamming loss. For this purpose, we will study constituent reachability.
Namely, we will show that this parser has the constituent decomposability property
[9], analogous to the arc-decomposability property of some dependency parsers [23].
This property implies that |tG \ t| can be obtained simply by counting the individually
unreachable constituents from configuration c, greatly facilitating the definition of the
loss function as the other term of the symmetric difference (|t\tG |) is easy to minimize.
5.1. Constituent Reachability
To reason about constituent reachability and decomposability, we will represent
phrase structure trees as a set of constituents. As we have seen above, the non-binary
phrase-structure tree in Figure 1 can be decomposed as this set of constituents: {(NP,
0, 2), (VP, 2, 5), (ADVP, 3, 4), (ADJP, 4, 5) and (S, 0, 6)}.
Let γG be the set of gold constituents for our current input. We say that a gold
constituent (X, l, r) ∈ γG is reachable from a configuration c = hΣ, j, false, γc i with
Σ = [(Yp , ip , ip−1 ) · · · (Y2 , i2 , i1 )|(Y1 , i1 , j)], and it is included in the set of individually reachable constituents R(c, γG ), iff it satisfies one of the following conditions:
• (X, l, r) ∈ γc (i.e. it has already been created and, therefore, it is reachable by
definition).
• j ≤ l < r (i.e. it is still in the buffer and can be still created after shifting more
words).
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• l ∈ {ik | 1 ≤ k ≤ p} ∧ j ≤ r (i.e. its span is completely or partially in the
stack, sharing left endpoint with the kth topmost stack constituent, so it can still
be built in the future by a transition reducing the stack up to and including that
constituent).
The set of individually unreachable constituents U(c, γG ) with respect to the set of
gold constituents γG can be easily computed as γG \ R(c, γG ) and will contain the
gold constituents that can no longer be built, be it because we have read past their span
or because we have created constituents that would overlap with them.
5.2. Loss function
In dependency parsing it is not necessary to count false positives as separate errors
from false negatives, as a node attached to the wrong head (false positive) is directly
tied to some gold arc being missed (false negative) due to the single-head constraint. In
phrase-structure parsing, however, a parser can incur extra false positives by creating
erroneous extra constituents, harming precision. For this reason, just like the standard
F-score metric penalizes false positives, the loss function must also do so. Hence,
as mentioned earlier, we base our loss function in the symmetric difference between
reachable and gold constituents.
Thus, our loss function is
`(c) = min L(γ, γG ) = |U(c, γG )| + |γc \ γG |
γ|c

γ

where the first term (|U(c, γG )|) penalizes false negatives (gold constituents that we are
guaranteed to miss, as they are unreachable), and the second term (|γc \ γG |) penalizes
false positives (erroneous constituents that have been built).
It is worth mentioning that we cannot directly apply the cost formulation defined
by Coavoux and Crabbé [9] as they rely on the fixed number of constituents in a binary
phrase-structure tree to implicitly penalize the prediction of non-gold binary constituents (false positives), and thus only need to explicitly penalize wrong unaries with a
dedicated term. In our case, the second term of our loss function is used to penalize the
creation of any kind of non-gold constituents, unary or not.
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In addition, unlike [9], our expression provides the exact loss due to the lack of
dummy temporary symbols required by the binarization (they use a traditional binary
bottom-up transition system).
5.3. Optimality
We now prove the correctness (or optimality) of our oracle, i.e., that the expression
of `(c) defined above indeed provides the minimum possible Hamming loss to the gold
tree among the trees reachable from a configuration c:
min L(γ, γG ) = |U(c, γG )| + |γc \ γG |

γ|c

γ

First, we show that the algorithm is constituent-decomposable, i.e., that if each of a set
of m constituents is individually reachable from a configuration c, then the whole set
also is. We prove this by induction on m. The case for m = 1 is trivial. Let us now
suppose that constituent-decomposability holds for sets of size up to m, and show that
it also holds for an arbitrary set T of m + 1 tree-compatible constituents.
Let (X, l, r) be one of the constituents of T such that r = min{r0 | (X 0 , l0 , r0 ) ∈
T } and l = max{l0 | (X 0 , l0 , r) ∈ T }. Let T 0 = T \ (X, l, r). T 0 has m constituents,
so by induction hypothesis, it is a reachable set from configuration c.
By hypothesis, (X, l, r) is individually reachable, so at least one of the three conditions in the definition of the individual reachability must hold.
If the first condition holds, then (X, l, r) has already been created in c. Thus, any
transition sequence that builds T 0 (which is a reachable set) starting from c will also
include (X, l, r), so T = T 0 ∪ {(X, l, r)} is reachable from c.
If the second condition holds, then j ≤ l < r and we can create (X, l, r) with r − j
Shift transitions followed by one Reduce-X#(r − l) transition. Constituents of T 0 are
still individually reachable in the resulting configuration, as they either have right index
at least r and left index at most l (so that the third reachability condition) or right index
greater than r and left index at least r (so they meet the second). Hence, reasoning as
in the previous case, T is reachable from c.
Finally, if the third condition holds, then l is the left endpoint of the kth topmost
stack constituent and r ≥ j. Then, we can create (X, l, r) with r − j Shift transitions
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followed by one Reduce-X#(r − j + k) transition. By the same reasoning as in the
previous case, T is reachable from c.
With this we have shown the induction step, and thus constituent decomposability.
This implies that, given a configuration c, there is always some transition sequence that
builds all the individually reachable constituents from c, missing only the individually
unreachable ones, i.e., minγ|c

γ

|γG \ γ| = |U(c, γG )|.

To conclude the correctness proof, we note that the set (γ \γG ) (false positives) will
always contain (γc \ γG ) for c

γ (as the algorithm is monotonic and never deletes

constituents); and there exists at least one transition sequence from c that generates
exactly the tree R(c, γG ) ∪ (γc \ γG ) (as the algorithm has no situations such that
creation of a constituent is needed as a precondition for another). This tree has loss
|U(c, γG )| + |γc \ γG |, which is thus the minimum loss.
It is worth noting that the correctness of our oracle contrasts with the case of [9],
whose oracle is only correct under the ideal case where there are no temporary symbols
in the grammar, so that they have to resort to a heuristic for the general case.

6. Neural Model
We implement our system with greedy decoding under the neural transition-based
framework developed by Dyer et al. [15] and reused by Liu and Zhang [37]. This
provides a state-of-the-art neural network architecture that proved to be one of the best
options to date for implementing transition-based constituent parsers. Another possible
alternative could be a BiLSTM-based architecture [32, 12], which has also achieved
good accuracy in constituent parsing, as reported by [13].
In particular, the framework introduced by Dyer et al. [15] follows a stack-LSTM
[14] approach to represent the stack and the buffer, where each element is the result of
a compositional representation of partial trees. In addition, a vanilla LSTM [28] is in
charge of representing the action history.
This architecture is trained for greedily and sequentially making local decisions.
Given a sentence w0 , w1 , ..., wn−1 with n words, and with wi being the ith word, for
the kth parsing state [cj , ..., c1 , c0 , i, false] the distributional probability of the current
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action p is computed as:
p = softmax (W Estate + b),
where W and b are model parameters, and Estate is the embedding that represents the
current parsing state and is obtained by the concatenation and posterior transformation
of the representations of elements that compound the transition system as follows:
Estate = relu(Ws [Estack , Ebuf f er , Ehistory ] + bs )
Note that Ws and bs are model parameters and Estack is the vector representation
obtained from the stack-LSTM that stores the constituents currently in the stack:
Estack = stack − LSTM [c0 , c1 , ..., cj ],
Ebuf f er is the vector representation of the current buffer as:
Ebuf f er = stack − LSTM [xi , xi+1 , ..., xn−1 ],
where xi is a word representation, and finally, the representation of action history is
computed as:
Ehistory = LSTM [ak−1 , ak−2 , ..., a0 ]
where at is the vector representation of action in tth parsing state. The detailed neural
network architecture is depicted in Figure 7.
Following [15] and [37], the set of parameters θ in the model are trained to minimize a cross-entropy loss objective with an l2 regularization term defined by:
L(θ) = −

XX
i

log pij +

j

λ
||θ||2
2

where pij is the probability of the jth action in the ith training example provided by the
model and λ is the regularization hyper-parameter. Finally, stochastic gradient descent
is used for optimizing θ.
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Figure 7: Neural architecture for greedy shift-reduce constituent parsing.

6.1. Word Representation Strategy
We follow the same word representation strategy as described by Dyer et al. [14].
More in detail, we combine three different embeddings: pretrained word embeddings
(e∗wi ), randomly initialized word embeddings (ewi ) and randomly initialized POS tag
embeddings (epi ). Those embeddings randomly initialized are fine-tuned during the
training. After being concatenated the three embeddings, an affine transformation and
a posterior non-linear function ReLu is used to derive the final vector representation
xi :
xi = relu(We [e∗wi , ewi , epi ] + be )
where We and be are model parameters, and wi and pi represent the form and the POS
tag of the ith input word.
6.2. Syntactic Compositional Function
Following Dyer et al. [15], when a Reduce transition is applied, the parser pops
a sequence of completed subtrees and/or words (represented as vector embeddings)
from the stack and makes them children of the selected non-terminal, building a new
constituent. In order to obtain a vector representation for this new subtree, we use a
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Figure 8: Non-binary syntactic compositional function that reduces a subtree from Figure 1 into a single
vector representation ccomp by applying a BiLSTM over the tree elements’ embeddings.

syntactic compositional function based on bidirectional LSTMs (BiLSTMs) [26]. For
the new non-binary bottom-up parser we use the method originally applied in [15] for
the top-down algorithm, and adopted by [37] for the in-order parser. More in detail,
both LSTMs that compound the BiLSTM read first the selected non-terminal node and,
then, the elements from the stack involved in the Reduce transition are introduced in
forward direction in one of the LSTMs and, in reverse order, in the other, as shown
graphically in Figure 8. After that, the final states of the forward and backward LSTMs
are concatenated, and an affine transformation and a ReLu non-linearity are applied to
finally compute the composition representation ccomp :
ccomp = relu(Wc [LST Mf wd [ent , c0 , ..., cm ]; LST Mbwd [ent , cm , ..., c0 ]] + bc )
where Wc and bc are model parameters, ent is the vector representation of the nonterminal on top of the new constituent, and ci , i ∈ [0, m] is the vector representation
of the ith child node, which might be the vector embedding of a completed subtree or
a word.
This differs from the compositional function used for the binary bottom-up parser
implemented by [37] under the same framework. More in detail, the composition representation of the new constituent cbincomp for the binary case is computed as:
cbincomp = relu(Wc [LST Mf wd [ent , ch , cc ]; LST Mbwd [ent , cc , ch ]] + bc )
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Figure 9: Binary syntactic compositional function to reduce a subtree from Figure 1 into a single vector
representation cbincomp . Note that the head-child marked in bold is read first by the BiLSTM.

where ch and cc denote the representations of the constituents acting as head-child and
as a regular child, respectively. Unlike in the non-binary case, in this compositional
function we need to use a percolation table to explicitly mark which constituent is the
head-child node that must be first in the BiLSTM, adding additional information to
the training. Figure 9 depicts graphically how the compositional function works in the
binary scenario.
Please note that the proposed transition system and the framework used are orthogonal to approaches like beam search, re-ranking or semi-supervision that might easily
improve the final accuracy; however, all these techniques would penalize parsing speed.

7. Experiments
7.1. Data and Settings
We conduct our experiments on two widely-used benchmarks for evaluating constituent parsers: the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) sections of the English Penn Treebank
[41] (Sections 2-21 are used as training data, Section 22 for development and Section
23 for testing) and version 5.1 of the Penn Chinese Treebank (CTB) [62] (articles 001270 and 440-1151 are taken for training, articles 301-325 for system development, and
articles 271-300 for final testing).
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Hyper-parameter

Value

Initialized learning rate

0.1

Learning rate decay

0.05

λ

10−6

Dropout rate

0.2

Number LSTM layers

2

Stack-LTSM input dimension

128

Stack-LTSM hidden dimension

128

Word embedding dimension

32

POS tag embedding dimension

12

English pretrained word embedding dimension

100

Chinese pretrained word embedding dimension

80

Action embedding dimension

16

Table 1: Hyper-parameters used for all experiments.

We use the same POS tags as [15] and [37] automatically predicted by the Stanford
tagger [55] for English and by Marmot [44] for Chinese. The same pre-trained word
embeddings are also adopted: those generated on the AFP portion of English Gigaword
corpus (version 5) and those extracted from the complete Chinese Gigaword corpus
(version 2).
Finally, we use exactly the same hyper-parameter values as [15] and [37] without
further optimization. We summarize them in Table 1.
7.2. Error exploration
Success of dynamic oracles relies on the use of a good exploration strategy. Some
recent dependency parsing approaches follow Kiperwasser and Goldberg [32], who undertake aggressive exploration to increase the impact of error exploration and avoid the
early overfitting of the training data by neural networks. In particular, their implementation chooses a non-optimal action when either of these two conditions are satisfied:
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Strategy

WSJ

CTB

aggr-1.0 ∨ reg-0.1

91.83

89.86

reg-0.1

91.81

89.70

reg-0.2

91.88

89.47

reg-0.3

91.82

89.69

Table 2: F-score comparison of different error-exploration strategies on WSJ §22 and CTB §301-325. Note
that “aggr-α” stands for aggressive-exploration and,“reg-β”, for regular-exploration.

(1) its score is lower than the score of the optimal one by at least α (i.e. we do not have
a strong optimal action and go for a non-optimal one, called aggressive exploration
criterion parametrized by a constant margin α) or (2) its score is higher, with probability β (i.e. the non-optimal transition is the highest-scoring one and we follow it, but
with a low probability, and we call this regular exploration criterion parametrized by a
probability β).
We ran a few experiments on the development set to check which strategies and
parameters were more suitable for our dynamic oracle. We started by considering
the setting used by [32] (aggressive exploration with margin 1.0 together with regular
exploration with probability 0.1) and, as an alternative, we studied less aggressive approaches that use only regular exploration with a small range of values of β. As shown
in Table 2, aggressive exploration yields the highest F-score on the CTB, while a more
conservative strategy (regular exploration with probability 0.2) achieves better results
on the WSJ.
7.3. Results
Table 3 and Table 4 compare our system’s accuracy to other state-of-the-art shiftreduce constituent parsers on the WSJ and CTB benchmarks. Our non-binary bottomup parser, regardless the kind of oracle used for training, improves over all other
bottom-up systems with greedy decoding, as well as the top-down system by Dyer
et al. [15], on both languages. Our approach is only outperformed slightly on the WSJ
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Parser

Bin

Type

Strat

F1

Cross and Huang [12]

n

gs

bu

90.0

Cross and Huang [13]

n

gs

bu

91.0

Cross and Huang [13]

n

gd

bu

91.3

Liu and Zhang [37]

y

gs

bu

91.3

This work

n

gs

bu

91.5

This work

n

gd

bu

91.7

Zhu et al. [67]

y

b

bu

90.4

Watanabe and Sumita [59]

y

b

bu

90.7

Liu and Zhang [38]

y

b

bu

91.7

Dyer et al. [15]

n

gs

td

91.2

Liu and Zhang [37]

n

gs

in

91.8

Table 3: Accuracy comparison of state-of-the-art shift-reduce constituent parsers on WSJ §23. The “Bin”
column marks if prior explicit binarization is required (yes/no). The “Type” column shows the type of parser:
gs is a greedy parser trained with a static oracle, gd a greedy parser trained with a dynamic oracle, b a beam
search parser. Finally, the “Strat” column describes the strategy followed (bu=bottom-up, td=top-down and
in=in-order).
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Parser

Bin

Type

Strat

F1

Wang et al. [58]

y

gs

bu

83.2

Liu and Zhang [37]

y

gs

bu

85.7

This work

n

gs

bu

86.3

This work

n

gd

bu

86.8

Zhu et al. [67]

y

b

bu

83.2

Watanabe and Sumita [59]

y

b

bu

84.3

Liu and Zhang [38]

y

b

bu

85.5

Dyer et al. [15]

n

gs

td

84.6

Liu and Zhang [37]

n

gs

in

86.1

Table 4: Accuracy comparison of state-of-the-art shift-reduce constituent parsers on CTB §271-300. The
“Bin” column marks if prior explicit binarization is required (yes/no). The “Type” column shows the type
of parser: gs is a greedy parser trained with a static oracle, gd a greedy parser trained with a dynamic oracle,
and b a beam search parser. Finally, the “Strat” column describes the strategy followed (bu=bottom-up,
td=top-down and in=in-order).

Parser

sent./s.

tran./sent.

Binary Bottom-up

35.87

50.57

Top-down

38.78

59.76

In-order

33.34

60.83

This work

42.02

42.70

Table 5: Comparison of parsing speed (sentences per second, sent./s.) and transition sequence length per
sentence (tran./sent.) for the most common transition systems on WSJ §23, excluding time spent on unbinarization for the binary bottom-up parser.
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by the in-order parser by Liu and Zhang [37] and is on par with a binary bottom-up
parser with beam-search decoding and enhanced with lookahead features [38]. In the
CTB, our system achieves the best accuracy.
It is worth mentioning that the in-order and binary bottom-up parsers implemented
by Liu and Zhang [37] and the top-down system by Dyer et al. [15] can be directly
compared to our approach since all of them are implemented under the same framework
and trained with the same hyper-parameters as [15].
Regarding the effect of the dynamic oracle, our system benefits more on CTB (0.5
points) than on WSJ (0.2 points), but a wider study of error-exploration strategies might
help to increase the final accuracy.
Table 5 reports parsing speeds and transition sequence length per sentence on
WSJ §23 of four different transition systems implemented under the same framework
by Dyer et al. [15].3 All of them are implemented on the same neural framework and
use the same training settings as [15] and speeds are measured on a single core of
an Intel i7-7700 CPU @3.60GHz. As expected, our parser is the fastest by a considerable margin, since all other transition systems need a longer transition sequence to
perform the same task. Please note that times in decoding are dominated by neural
network computations and a negligible fraction of total running time is consumed by
the transition-based algorithm. Therefore, we can easily improve shift-reduce parsing
performance by reducing the number of transitions, as this is what determines the number of times that the neural model is required for scoring, even if we undertake this by
using an algorithm with quadratic worst-case time complexity.
In order to put our approach into context, we provide a comparison against four
of the current state-of-the-art systems in performing constituent parsing. In particular,
these parsers make use of global chart decoding to achieve the highest accuracies to
date on WSJ in cubic running time, with a large cost in speed in comparison to shiftreduce systems. In table 6, we can see how our parser, without further speed optimiza3 Please note that the framework developed by Dyer et al. [15] was not optimized for speed and, therefore,

reported speeds are just used for comparison purposes, but they should not be taken as the best speed that a
shift-reduce parser (implemented under the described neural network architecture) can potentially achieve.
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Parser

F1

sent./s.

This work

91.7

42.02

Stern et al. [53]

91.8

22.79

Gaddy et al. [20]

92.1

19.48

Kitaev and Klein [33]

93.6

27.77

Kitaev and Klein [33]+ELMO

95.1

7.82

Table 6: Accuracy and speed comparison of our approach against current state-of-the-art chart-based constituent parsers on WSJ §23.

tion, is significantly faster than the best chart-based models under the same single core
CPU conditions. This difference in speed, as well as the capability of incrementally
processing the input from left to right, makes bottom-up shift-reduce parsers appealing
for some downstream NLP applications, such as real-time machine translation systems,
that require to produce a practically immediate output while the input is still coming.
Parser

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

Bin. bottom-up

90.94

88.65

84.36

77.24

79.54

Top-down

90.98

88.76

85.01

76.63

77.35

In-order

91.36

89.21

85.15

77.08

79.02

This work

91.26

89.09

84.47

77.51

79.77

Table 7: F-score on constituents with a number of children ranging from one to five on WSJ §23.

7.4. Structure Analysis
We undertake a structure analysis to get insight into why our non-binary system
is outperforming the binary version when the latter benefits from a prior binarization
(which simplifies the initial problem and provides head information). In Table 7 we
present the F-score obtained by each transition system on creating constituents with
a number of children ranging from one (unaries) to five. We use the variant of our
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transition system trained by a static oracle to carry out a fair comparison. From the
results, we can state that the proposed non-binary shift-reduce parser improves over
the binary one not only on more-than-binary branches, but also in unary and binary
structures.
It is also worth mentioning that both bottom-up systems perform better on building
constituents with four and five children than the state-of-the-art in-order parser, while
the top-down transition system achieves the worst results on these structures. This
can be explained by the fact that constituents with a large number of children require
a longer sequence of transitions to be built and, therefore, are more prone to suffer
from error-propagation. Since the in-order and top-down parsers consume a greater
amount of transitions than the bottom-up algorithms to produce the exactly same phrase
structure, the former are being penalized in larger constituents. This also proves the
advantage of the proposed non-binary approach over the binary algorithm on large
constituents, since the first manages to reduce the transition sequences required by the
second to build a certain tree and, therefore, alleviate the effect of error-propagation.
From this simple experiment, we can also see that a binary bottom-up parser tends
to be less accurate on unary and binary branches in comparison to a purely top-down
strategy, while the latter suffers a drop in F-score when it comes to build constituents
with four or more children. This also explains that, by combining both strategies as the
in-order algorithm by Liu and Zhang [37] does, we can build a more accurate parser. It
also seems that the non-binary bottom-up transition system alleviates the weaknesses
of the binary version on building constituents with a short number of children, while
keeping a good accuracy on larger structures.
7.5. Empirical Running Time Complexity
We now show that, in spite of being a worst-case quadratic running time algorithm
in theory, our approach performs as a linear parser during decoding in practice. In
particular, we measure the time spent by the system to analyze every sentence from
WSJ §23 and depict the relation between time consumed and sentence length. We repeat this experiment for the other three transition-based algorithms implemented under
the same framework. As shown in Figure 10, a linear behaviour is observed in the non28

Figure 10: Running time relative to the length of the sentence, for the three mentioned lineal transition-based
algorithms plus the novel non-binary shift-reduce parser on the 2,416 sentences from WSJ §23.

binary parser, similarly to the other three linear algorithms, proving that the number of
parametrized Reduce transitions, evaluated by the model at each step, is considerably
low (behaving practically like a constant).

8. Conclusion
We present, to our knowledge, the first purely non-binary bottom-up shift-reduce
constituent parser and we also develop an optimal dynamic oracle for training it. Unlike
traditional bottom-up systems, this novel algorithm can be applied to any language
without the need of further additional resources, required to perform prior binarization,
and, despite being quadratic in theory, it performs as a linear-time parser in practice.
Except the in-order parser by Liu and Zhang [37] on the WSJ, it outperforms all
other greedy shift-reduce parsers in terms of accuracy with just static training, and
matches the second best result on the WSJ when we use a dynamic oracle for training,
on par with the system developed by Liu and Zhang [38], which uses beam search
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and is enhanced with lookahead features. In addition, our system obtains the highest
accuracy on CTB, regardless of the oracle used for training.
Additionally, we note that our algorithm is the fastest transition system developed
so far for constituent parsing, as it consumes the shortest sequence of transitions to produce phrase-structure trees. In practice, it outspeeds other approaches in a comparison
under homogeneous conditions and it will certainly alleviate the bottleneck caused by
parsers in NLP applications that rely on syntactic representations.
Finally, we also prove that the novel non-binary algorithm excels in building trees
with a large number of children. This is probably due to the fact that our approach
requires a shorter number of transitions to build a constituent and, therefore, unlike the
other existing transition systems, it is less prone to suffer from the error propagation
generated when a long sequence of actions are applied to build these kind of structures.
The parser’s source code will be freely available after acceptance.
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